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Herbert DiGioia (left) and David Hancock filming Nairn and Jabar in Afghanistan, 1972.

FACES OF CHANGE, funded by the National Science

Foundation and produced

by Norman Miller, was an unusual and innovative project for its time, the early
1970s. Our approach in Kenya, and the approach of Hancock and Di Gioia in
Afghanistan, for example, was to look for situations in the lives of our protagonists
that revealed some of the fundamental social and economic forces affecting their
lives.
In the Kenyan context, these were the introduction of agriculture, a growing
money economy, modern education, the construction of a major road through the
area, and the pragmatism of the Baran, who were a predominantly pastoral people
traditionally dependent on cattle, camels, and goats.

We felt that it was only by observing the interaction of these forces on the ground
under specific conditions that one could gain a reasonable understanding of how
they operated both historically and on a larger scale.
This kind of filming, we also
believed, provided an ideal way for students to learn about change, by witnessing
the kinds of contradictions and difficult choices it presented for our protagonists.
Looked at in retrospect, the Faces of Change project represents educational
filmmaking at one of its boldest and most innovative moments. It produced a body
of work of both historical importance and continuing value, for the best of these
films remain as fresh, intimate, and intellectually relevant as when they were made.

-DAVID MACDOUGALL, JULY 2015

Government telephone operator, Aq Kupruk, Afghanistan, 1972.

THE

AFGHANISTAN
SERIES

AFGHAN NOMADS: THE MALDAR
David Hancock, Herb Di Gioia
produced by Norman Miller
21 min, 1974

At dawn a nomad caravan descends on Aq Kupruk from the foothills of the Hindu
Kush.
In their camp, and in commerce with the townspeople, the Maldar reveal
the mixture of faith and distrust that has kept nomads and sedentary peoples
separate and interdependent over the centuries.
The theme of the film focuses
on political and religious beliefs.
The film and accompanying instructor notes in
this series embrace five different and complex units of analysis concerning how
political change occurs; individual attitudes, ethnic identity, national loyalties,
institutional affiliations, and ideological beliefs.

AN AFGHAN VILLAGE
Herb Di Gioia, David Hancock, Louis Dupree
produced by Norman Miller
44 min, 1974

A collage of daily life in Aq Kupruk builds from the single voice that calls the
townspeople to prayer, the exchange of the bazaar, communal labor in the fields,
and the uninhibited sports and entertainment of rural Afghans. The theme of
the film focuses on rural society.
The film and accompanying instructor notes
explore concepts of development, modernization, environmental equilibrium,
and especially change, identifying change agents, and analyzing barriers and
stimulants to change.
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AFGHANISTAN

AFGHAN WOMEN
Josephine Powell, Nancy Dupree
produced by Norman Miller
17 min, 1974

The words of the women and the rhythm of their lives in the seclusion of
family compounds suggests both the satisfying and the limiting aspects of
a woman's role in a rural Afghan community. Filmed in the Balkh Province,
an area inhabited by
Tajik and other Central Asian peoples.
The town of Aq
Kupruk is approximately 320 miles northwest of Kabul. The theme of the
film focuses on women. The film and accompaning instructor notes examine
the economic, political, religious, and educational status of women, their
legal and customary rights, and the degree of change in their actual and
perceived roles.

NAIM AND JABAR
David Hancock, Herb Di Gioia
produced by Norman Miller
50 min, 1974

The hopes, fears, and aspirations of adolescence are expressed in the close
friendship of two Afghan boys. As their acceptance of the filmmakers leads
them to express their feelings more and more openly, the film grows rich in
fact and themes of universal concern. Filmed in the Balkh Province, an area
inhabited by
Tajik and other Central Asian peoples. The town of Aq Kupruk is
approximately 320 miles northwest of Kabul. The theme of the film focuses
on education and socialization. The film and accompanying instructor
notes examine formal and informal learning systems, and how they are
changing. Particular attention is paid to the lives of two young people in the
educational system, to their family and kinship structure, and more broadly
to educational policies in the developing world.
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WHEAT CYCLE
David Hancock, Herb Di Gioia, Louis & Nancy Dupree
produced by Norman Miller
44 min, 1974

The people and their labor are bound to the land in the cycle of activities from
the sowing to the harvesting of wheat. Without narration or subtitles, the film
conveys a sense of unity between the people and the land. Filmed in the Balkh
Province, an area inhabited by Tajik and other Central Asian peoples. The town
of Aq Kupruk is approximately 320 miles northwest of Kabul. The theme of the
film focuses on rural economics. The impact of technological change, human
adaptation, and governmental extension of market systems are parallel themes.

Herb DiGioia, David Hancock, and merchant, Aq Kupruk, Afghanistan, 1973.

Alejandro Mamani, Vitacota, Bolivia, 1973.
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BOLIVIA
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ANDEAN WOMEN
Hubert Smith, Neil Reichline
produced by Norman Miller
17 min, 1974

Aymara women voice a common paradox. In the film they express agreement
with the dominant Hispanic ideal that women should be subservient to men
and assigned to tasks appropriate to their limited strength and intelligence.
Yet Aymara culture recognizes their equal contributions to survival.

THE CHILDREN KNOW
Hubert Smith, Neil Reichline
produced by Norman Miller
33 min, 1974

The deep division in Andean society between rural dwellers and townspeople
begins at birth, is perpetuated by the schools, and continues throughout life.
The film evidences the discrimination faced by the children of the rural and
extremely poor campesinos. From different food arrangements at school to
healthcare, there is a distinct divide between them and the town-dwelling
mestizos. Evidence of discrimination's effects is seen at the formal Flag Day
festival that brings the two groups together, with the campesinos urging their
own to stand up against the mestizos and stop appearing cowardly before
them. A stark portrayal of abject poverty and deep-rooted discrimination,

The Children Know is an intriguing study in ethnographic filmmaking.
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BOLIVIA

MAGIC AND CATHOLICISM
Hubert Smith, Neil Reichline
produced by Norman Miller
34 min, 1974

The people of the Bolivian highlands blend in thought and practice
the traditional magic of the region and the religion of their conquerors.
A fatal automobile accident, coincident with the festival of Santiago,
provides an occasion for unique expressions of both faith and magic
in the effort to influence events.

POTATO PLANTERS
Hubert Smith, Neil Reichline
produced by Norman Miller
17 min, 1974

An Aymara family plants potatoes, prepares and eats a meal, and
discusses the religious and astronomical forces that control their
destiny. The stark routine of this typical planting day contrasts with
the complexity of their beliefs.

THE SPIRIT POSSESSION OF
ALEJANDRO MAMANI
Hubert Smith, Neil Reichline
produced by Norman Miller
27 min, 1974

An old Bolivian man nears the end of his life. He has property and status,
but not contentment. Believing himself possessed by evil spirits, he
opens his heart to reveal his anguish. His personal tragedy brings us
close to every man's confrontation with the unknown, old age, and death.
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VIRACOCHA
Hubert Smith, Neil Reichline
produced by Norman Miller

30 min, 1974

Viracocha features mestizos and campesinos in the Andean highlands
interacting within a near-subsistence economic system. Market days and
fiestas provide opportunities for Spanish-speaking mestizos, alternately
benign and abusive, to assert their traditional social dominance over the
Aymara and Quechua campesinos.

Schoolroom, Vitacota, Bolivia, 1973.

Pigs en route to market, China Coast, 1973.

THE

CHINA COAST
SERIES

ISLAND IN THE CHINA SEA
George Chang, Richard Chen, Norman Miller
produced by Norman Miller
32 min, 1974

Tai A Chau is home for both farmers and fishermen who use the island as a
permanent harbor for their small floating homes. The daily routines of Mr.
Wong, a fisherman, and Mr. Ng, a farmer, are representative of their respective
problems of survival, mutual dependence, and hopes for the future. Island

in the China Sea is the introductory film in the China Coast series of Faces
of Change. It provides a broad overview of the rural societies of both the
island farmer and the boat people who harbor here. It traces the lifestyle of
agricultural and fishing families, juxtaposing their daily activities and their
tacit interaction. The symbiosis is in delicate balance, however, since ideas
of class and caste set the two groups apart. Island farmers have traditionally
regarded boat people as inferior.

THE ISLAND FISHPOND
George Chang, Richard Chen, Norman Miller
produced by Norman Miller
13 min, 1974

Tai A Chau symbolically rids itself of the last vestiges of the Old China.
The town is represented by the Landlord Chan when it sells land to
buy a freshwater pond. The community effort to improve the island's
economic well-being brings together government representatives and the
land people. One couple, who are lone entrepreneurs, keep themselves
removed from the situation.
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CHINA COAST

CHINA COAST FISHING
George Chang, Richard Chen, Norman Miller
produced by Norman Miller

19 min, 1974

The film concerns the traditional "floating population" who fish Chinese
coastal waters from family sized junks based in Hong Kong, in competition
with salaried fisherman using large, mechanized boats. The combined effect
of education and increased integration with shore life puts strain on the old
ways. This is a "process film," portraying the economic activities of three
fishing families, each pursuing a different kind of fishing.

HOY FOK AND THE ISLAND SCHOOL
George Chang, Richard Chen, Norman Miller
produced by Norman Miller

32 min, 1974

Hoy Fok, a fourteen-year-old boy, lives with his family on a fishing junk near
a small island in the Hong Kong Territory. He helps his family in fishing and
attends the island school. Education on this small island primarily involves
teaching children basic things like simple arithmetic that would help them in
selling fish. The film features interviews with Hoy Fok's teacher, parents, and
the village headman- all of whom provide their differing viewpoints on his
education and his future. His teacher feels that although he joined school too
late, he has a natural curiosity and should pursue higher education; however,
his parents think that secondary schooling is a waste of money, something
they cannot afford.
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THREE ISLAND WOMEN
George Chang, Richard Chen, Norman Miller
produced by Norman Miller
17 min,1974

Three women. varying in ages and perspective, agree that life on a small
Chinese island in Hong Kong waters is better for them now than in the past.
They are treated as equal to the men in the rigors of manual labor and now
participate fully in the island's decision-making and economic life.

Film crew (G. Chang, J. Miller, N. Miller, R. Chen), Soko Islands, China Coast, 1973.

Beran woman and child, Marsabet, Kenya,1972.

THE

KENYA
SERIES

BORAN HERDSMEN
David MacDougall, James Blue, Paul Baxter
produced by Norman Miller
18 min, 1974

This film demonstrates the time-honored solutions to the problems
associated with the Beran's dependence on cattle for living. Direct
government intervention and the indirect impact of modernization are
forcing the old patterns to change. The film depicts herding practices,
movement patterns, watering strategies, and the lifestyle of the herdsmen.

BORAN WOMEN
David MacDougall, James Blue
produced by Norman Miller
18 min, 1974

Traditionally confined to the roles of life-givers, nurturers, and homemakers,
Beran women of Kenya are slowly realizing the importance of education
and the difference it can make in their lives. They attach great importance
to the traditional role of women in a herding society and perform dawn to
dusk tasks with little deviation from customary ways. Remarkable, however,
is the obvious independence they demonstrate in performing tasks which
normally would fall under the male domain, like building their own houses.
The film is principally observational with occasional segments in which the
women speak directly to the camera.
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KENYA

HARAMBEE: PULL TOGETHER
David MacDougall, James Blue
produced by Norman Miller

19 min, 1974

Harambee, a traditional Swahili chant meaning heave-ho or pull together,
is the slogan for a united Kenya. Harambee Day or Independence Day is
celebrated in this small town in North Kenya with political speeches and an
auction at the native school. The film shows how North Kenya- isolated
for years- tries to adapt to the new concept of nationhood. Government
officials from South Kenya are appointed as ambassadors to spread the idea
of national unity to a people unaccustomed to it.

KENYA BORAN
David MacDougall, James Blue
produced by Norman Miller
33 min, 1974

In the midst of a traditional herding territory, a growing town and a new road
encroach upon a once-isolated desert people. The complexities brought
about by this modernization are shown as two fathers and their sons confront
difficult choices between old ways and new. The first part of the film provides
the social, economic, and political background of the Beran and establishes
a base line for traditional lifestyles and attitudes, increasingly subject to
pressures- both intentional and incidental- for change. The second part
shows the complex set of educational problems facing young people and
governments in a typical Third World setting. It follows the life of Peter
Boru, a sixteen-year-old former herdsboy who has become a boarding
school student. Peter's life is juxtaposed to a traditional herdsboy, Dokata.
The question, "Education for what?" is posed as the forces of tradition and
burgeoning modernity alike make the economic outlook bleak for young
people, even if they are able to complete local educational requirements.
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Boran school outing, Marsabet, Kenya, 1972.

PRODUCTION NOTES & CREDITS
Films from the Afghanistan, Bolivia, and Kenya series were transferred to full HD
from color reversal internegative with optical sound at Cinelab in New Bedford,
MA. The Spirit Possession ofAlejandro Mamani was transferred to 2K from single
strand negative with audio from magnetic tape master.

Films from the China Coast series were transfered to full HD from color reversal
internegative with optical sound at Northeast Historic Film in Bucksport, ME.

Kenya Baran, formerly distributed in two parts, was restored to its intended form
as a single film, at the request of filmmaker David MacDougall.

Some or all of the subtitles for Spirit Possession, Naim and Jabar, and Kenya

Baran were added digitally in post-production by D E R in Watertown, MA.

Color correction by Modulus Studios in Boston, MA.

Digitally remastered edition produced and designed by Frank Aveni.

Video encoding, subtitles, and DVD authoring by Nicolas Brynolfson.

Black & white photos courtesy of Norman Miller.
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ABOUT THE FACES OF CHANGE COLLECTION
This revolutionary series, unprecedented in its scope and documented by
some of the finest ethnographic filmmakers of our time, is now available in
an updated edition through DER. These retransferred films examine four
cultures selected for the diversity of their geographic location: starting with
the China Coast at sea level and moving up to Afghanistan, Kenya, and finally
to the mountains of Bolivia.

Each location is examined through five themes: Rural Society, Education,
Rural Economy, Women, and Beliefs. Study guides and supplemental
materials are available for download on the DER website.

Anthropologists and cultural advisors included: Louis and Nancy Dupree,
Afghanistan; Richard Patch, Bolivia; Lauren Fessler, China Coast; and Paul
Baxter, Kenya.

ABOUT DOCUMENTARY EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
A 501(c)(3) non profit, DER's mission is to promote thought-provoking
documentary film and media for learning about the peoples and cultures
of the world. DER's catalog is one of the most significant collections of
anthropological film in the world today. As stewards of this important
resource of

our

collective history,

we

are committed to

ensuring

access to our collection for both scholarly and general audiences. DER
believes that film and media can engage emotions and intellect to alter
preconceptions and foster tolerance across social and cultural barriers.
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